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Landscape : a common thread for planning policies, in the context of
energetic transition and sustainable development of communities
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Who are we?

The Post Oil Landscapes collective, is gathering researchers in
social sciences (management, geography, philosophy, sociology,
political sciences), experts in agronomy and landscape sciences,
and professionals of spatial design (architects, landscape architects,
urban planners). Located in France, it was officially created in 2015,
welcoming new members around the authors of its first book, Post Oil
landscapes?, 2013 Ed.. Ritimo,.

What is our philosophy?

We think it essential to restore the status of landscape as playing a
significant and major part in planning policies, in the context of energetic
transition and more generally of sustainable development.
We think that landscape approach is federative and facilitates the
implementation of energy and ecology transition schemes, adapted to
each territory. By actualizing landscape art which gave its quality to
territories, the Post Oil Landscapes collective wishes to give relevant
experiments a chance while explaining and giving access to its knowhow.

Which are our priorities of action?
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Stakeholders – inhabitants, elected representatives, professionals –
are already active in local development experiments whose transitional
initiatives should be better known and better explored. We are convinced
that collecting these experiments and revealing their methods by
analyzing them,, will make successful the application of the landscape
approach to enhance planning actions.
Our aim is to foster civic engagement in the design and implementation
of post oil landscape plans leveraging the proper resources of each
territory.
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